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Abstra t This paper analyzes the performan e of two implementations
of J-Flow, the ow measurement tool deployed on most Juniper routers.
Our work relies on both ontrolled experiments and analysis of tra es
olle ted at Abilene and GEANT, whi h provide most of the ow tra es
used in the resear h ommunity. We un over two measurement artifa ts
in J-Flow tra es: a periodi pattern and measurement gaps. We investigate routers' features that trigger these artifa ts and show their impa t
on appli ations that use ow tra es.
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Introdu tion

Flow measurement tools summarize tra going through routers' interfa es.
These tools aggregate pa kets with ommon hara teristi s (e.g., IP addresses,
ports, and proto ol) into ows and ompute statisti s su h as the number of pa kets and bytes per ow. Both network operators and resear hers use ow statisti s
for tasks that range from apa ity planning and tra matrix estimation [1℄ to
anomaly dete tion [2, 3℄. The a ura y of these appli ations depends ultimately
on the a ura y of statisti s olle ted by these ow measurement tools. The rst
ow measurement tool was NetFlow. It is available on most Cis o routers and
has re eived onsiderable attention from the resear h ommunity [47℄. On the
other hand, Juniper's J-Flow has not been studied, even though J-Flow is used
to olle t statisti s in Abilene and GEANT1 (whi h are among the few networks
that make their data available to the resear h ommunity).
In this paper, we study Juniper's J-Flow. Our analysis of ow tra es from
Abilene and GEANT reveals two measurement artifa tsa periodi pattern and
measurement gaps that appear in all their tra es. We use two omplementary
approa hes to identify the ause and study the impa t of these artifa ts: (1)
ontrolled experiments on a testbed made of Cis o and Juniper routers running
NetFlow and two dierent implementations of J-Flow; and (2) analysis of real
ow measurement data. Although it is possible that NetFlow also has artifa ts,
we leave a spe i study for future work. This paper shows that:

 One of J-Flow's implementations exports all ows every minute. These periodi exports alter the duration of ows and reate periodi patterns in tra
volume for bin sizes smaller than one minute.
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 There are periods when routers measure no ows. More than 1.4% of the

Abilene and GEANT tra es is missing. In some routers, 1% of all 5-minutes
time bins la k at least 60% of their data. These gaps are orrelated to routing
events (i.e., routers miss data in important moments), and reate dips in
tra volume.

We believe that this paper is important for all resear hers working with JFlow tra es, in parti ular given the large data sets of publi ly available tra es
from Abilene and GEANT. Even if the artifa ts are xed, they will be present
in histori al data, and it is important that the resear h ommunity knows how
to work with these data sets.

2

Flow Measurement Tools

J-Flow2 and NetFlow3 apture pa kets as they ross a router's interfa es and
aggregate pa kets with ommon hara teristi s (e.g., IP addresses, ports, and
proto ol) into ows. They are ongured per interfa e and support dierent
aggregation s hemes of the measured data. Flow measurement tools maintain a
ow a he. Ea h a he entry ounts the number of pa kets and bytes as well as
keeps timestamps of the rst and last pa kets in the ow. Flows are exported to
a olle tor (e.g., a PC) that pro esses the information for visualization or stores
it for later analysis.
There are three main parameters to onsider when onguring ow measurements. The ina tive timeout is the maximum amount of time ows an be in
the a he without re eiving pa kets. The a tive timeout is the maximum duration a ow an be in the a he. A ow is exported when it ex eeds one of
these timeouts. The sampling rate ontrols what fra tion of the pa kets should
be inspe ted and measured on the router's interfa es; other pa kets are simply
ignored. Sampling is ne essary be ause routers la k resour es in order to inspe t
pa kets at very high speed links. Small timeouts ause ows to be exported more
frequently, thereby in reasing the a ura y of the statisti s, but also in reasing
storage requirements at the olle tor. Similarly, when using a high sampling rate,
the a ura y of statisti s in reases, at the ost of the router's CPU overhead.
We study the behavior of two dierent J-Flow implementations: one that
shares the route pro essor (RP for short) with other pro esses, and the other
that uses a dedi ated measurement ard (DMC).

3

Abilene and GEANT

We analyze ow statisti s from Abilene and GEANT. These resear h ba kbones
olle t and make available dierent types of data sets: ow measurements, BGP
updates, and IS-IS messages.
2
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Figure 1: Flow Data for GEANT

3.1 Data Des ription
Flow statisti s are olle ted in all ingress links of both networks by running JFlow in the route pro essor (RP). J-Flow RP is more popular than DMC be ause
it does not require a dedi ated router port for the measurement ard. Abilene
urrently uses Juniper T-640 routers with JunOS 8.4; and GEANT has either
M-series routers with JunOS 8.2 or T-series with JunOS 8.4 or newer. J-Flow
is ongured with default timeouts (i.e., 15 se onds ina tive and 60 se onds
a tive); Abilene and GEANT use pa ket sampling probabilities of 1/100 and
1/1000, respe tively. We aggregate ow statisti s from all links of a router. We
study data from nine routers from Abilene and 15 from GEANT for four months
in four dierent years: 09/2004, 11/2005, 03/2007, and 01/2008.

3.2 Analysis
Fig. 1 shows the number of ows arriving at ea h se ond in two dierent GEANT
routers. This gure shows two unexpe ted behaviors: a periodi pattern in the
number of ows and periods during whi h no ow is exported.
The periodi pattern repeats every minute and appears in all Abilene and
GEANT tra es. This pattern is also observed in plots of the number of pa kets
and bytes. We applied a Fourier transform on both Abilene and GEANT data,
and we found signi ant spikes at the frequen y orresponding to one minute.
The measurement gaps shown in Fig. 1 are also widespread in Abilene and
GEANT data. These gaps o ur often and represent between 0.05% and 2.2% of
total measurement time depending on the router (i.e., between 21 minutes and
16 hours in one month). They ould be explained by lost ow-export pa kets;
however, only 0.0028% (i.e., mu h less then the gaps) of su h pa kets were lost in
the months onsidered, and even routers with no lost ow-export pa kets exhibit
gaps. We analyze only gaps that are smaller than 10 minutes, and ignore a

small number of larger gaps whi h might be real failures instead of measurement
artifa ts. While gaps are usually small, with mean gap length ranging from 2.17
to 8.8 se onds, large gaps of one to ten minutes exist, in reasing the standard
deviation of gap lengths up to 33 se onds.

4

Causes of Artifa ts

This se tion investigates the auses of the periodi pattern and gaps. First,
we study whether these artifa ts appear in ontrolled experiments at a router
testbed. A testbed gives us full ontrol of the onguration of J-Flow as well as
full understanding of the workload. We rst des ribe our experiments and then
analyze how the onguration of J-Flow parameters ae ts the measurements.

4.1 Des ription of Experiments
We study J-Flow with a testbed omposed of two Linux ma hines onne ted to a
router. One ma hine replays a pa ket tra e, while the other olle ts the exported
ows. We test a Juniper J-4350 with JunOS 8.0 and both J-Flow implementations (RP and DMC) and, for omparison, we run the same experiments with a
Cis o 3825 running IOS 12.4 and NetFlow.
Ea h experiment pro eeds as follows. We ongure the router and start replaying the pa ket tra e. Replayed pa kets are routed to a null interfa e. Exported ow re ords are sent to the olle tor. We also olle t SNMP reports on
pa ket and byte ounters on the router's interfa es as well as CPU utilization.
We analyze ow statisti s oine after all experiments have been performed. We
turn o all routing proto ols and servi es at the routers and omputers to ensure
that there is no ba kground tra in the testbed.
We verify the a ura y of our testbed and ongurations by omparing the
original pa ket tra e with that re eived at the olle tor. This analysis shows that
the varian e in inter-arrival times between sent and re eived pa kets is less than
2.5ms for 99% of pa kets. No exported ow was lost in our experiments and the
SNMP data onrmed the a ura y of the measurements.
We use one syntheti and one real pa ket tra e. The syntheti tra e is designed to test whether timeouts o ur as ongured. It ontains simultaneous
ows, ea h with a xed pa ket inter-arrival time. Inter-arrival times range from
5 to 31 se onds in steps of 0.2 se onds (i.e., 130 ows). We also replay a pa ket
tra e olle ted at a 100Mbit Ethernet interfa e between WIDE and its upstream
provider4. We use one dire tion of the link in a 3-hours tra e starting 14:00 on
09/Jan/07. This subset has 9402 pkts/s and 54.16 Mbits/s on average.
We denote the ina tive timeout by I in se onds and the a tive timeout by
A in minutes. Routers are ongured to inspe t all pa kets (i.e., no sampling).
For the syntheti tra e, the a he never overows and all ow exports are due to
timeouts only (e.g., no TCP RST/FIN pa kets). Results for the syntheti load
are the mean over ve experiments and have standard deviations under 3%.
4
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Figure 2: Ina tive Timeout Chara terization

We vary the onguration of J-Flow and NetFlow as well as the hara teristi s of the tra es. We quantify the pre ision of ea h timeout as the dieren e
between the timeout value (i.e., I and A) and measured ow durations.

4.2 Periodi Patterns
Ina tive Timeout. We hara terize the pre ision of the ina tive timeout using

a syntheti tra e where ea h ow has 60 pa kets. We vary I between 15 and 30
se onds and x A = 30 minutes. Fig. 2 shows the number of ows exported for
this tra e. The x-axis presents the pa ket inter-arrival time and the y -axis the
number of ows with a given inter-arrival time. The expe ted behavior of this
graph is that all ows with inter-arrival times less than I should be exported in
one ow re ord (i.e., y = 1), whereas ows with inter-arrival times greater than I
should be exported in 60 ows (i.e., one ow per pa ket as after ea h pa ket, the
ow reated in the a he would timeout before the arrival of the next pa ket).
NetFlow follows the expe ted behavior. Its ina tive timeout has a pre ision
around one se ond: ows with pa ket inter-arrival times between I and I + 1 se onds are split in a variable number of ows. It is also onservative: no ows with
inter-arrival times smaller than I are split. J-Flow's DMC implementation follows the same trend, but with worse pre ision. In addition, its pre ision de reases
as the value of I in reases. When I = 15 se onds, J-Flow DMC has around ve
se onds of pre ision. The pre ision de reases to ten se onds for I = 20.
Finally, a omparison of results in Figs. 2-a and 2-b shows that J-Flow's RP
implementation does not onsider the ina tive timeout. Its behavior is exa tly
the same irrespe tive of the timeout value. In fa t, the number of exported ows
is proportional to the ow's duration (i.e., 60 pa kets × inter-arrival time) as
J-Flow RP exports ows periodi ally every minute. We detail this behavior next.
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Figure 3: A tive Timeout (A = 15 min)

A tive Timeout. This se tion studies the pre ision of the a tive timeout. We

run experiments with the syntheti and WIDE tra es. We vary A from 15 to 30
minutes and x I = 15 se onds.
Fig. 3-a shows the WIDE tra e as aptured by NetFlow using dots. The xaxis shows the time a ow started, and the y -axis shows the ow's duration. The
WIDE tra e ontains many small ows. We also show as squares the results of a
syntheti ow to serve as referen e. This ow has one pa ket every ve se onds
and lasts for the entire experiment. Hen e, given A = 15, we have one square
every 15 minutes with ow duration of 15 minutes. In the WIDE tra e, only
0.07% of ows are exported due to the a tive timeout. NetFlow's a tive timeout
has a pre ision around two minutes (i.e., durations range from A to A + 2).
J-Flow DMC's behavior (not shown) is similar to the one in Fig. 3-a. However,
DMC reports ina urate start times for ows exported due to the a tive timeout.
To show this, we plot the syntheti ow in Fig. 3-a as large ir les. Instead of
falling on top of the squares, the ir les are all aligned at x = 0, but with
dierent durations. When DMC exports a ow due to the expiration of the
a tive timeout it resets all the ounters related to this ow, ex ept for the start
time. Hen e, subsequent exports of the same ow always have the same start
time and dierent end time, whi h makes the ows longer at ea h export.
Fig. 3-b presents the same results of Fig. 3-a when using J-Flow's RP implementation. The ontrast between these two gures is striking. RP introdu es
a lear periodi pattern, whi h is similar to the pattern seen in Abilene's and
GEANT's data (Fig. 1). This periodi pattern is not due to a he overow, as
it also impa ts the syntheti ow. Instead of exporting the syntheti ow every
15 minutes, RP exports it every minute (as shown by the squares). Moreover,
an a tive timeout of one minute would not reate this periodi ity. We onje ture
that this periodi pattern is due to a ush of the ow a he every minute, when
all ows are exported. This explains the sawtooth shape of Figs. 1 and 3-b.
This periodi ush of the a he leads to higher memory onsumption at the
router [8℄. For instan e, the WIDE tra e has an average number of a tive ows

(i.e., memory onsumption) 28% higher in J-Flow RP than in NetFlow, be ause
the ina tive timeout is ignored and short ows (spe ially those with one sampled
pa ket) are kept in the a he until the next ush. Finally, frequent ushes ould
impose unanti ipated load on the network and the olle tor.

Summary. Our ontrolled experiments show that J-Flow's RP implementation,
used by both Abilene and GEANT, reates a periodi pattern in exports be ause
it ushes the ow a he every minute. We also observe that J-Flow's DMC implementation logs ina urate start time for ows exported due to the expiration
of the a tive timeout. We investigate measurement gaps next.
4.3 Gaps
We did not observe measurement gaps in our testbed. This is mainly be ause
of light load, as we ould not stress the routers with only two PCs. We also
la k heavy load tra es obtained with NetFlow or J-Flow DMC, so we leave the
evaluation of these implementations for future work. We analyze only J-Flow
RP using tra es from Abilene and GEANT.
As J-Flow RP shares the CPU with other higher-priority routing pro esses,
we he k if routing messages are related to gaps. We use Abilene and GEANT
tra es to olle t IS-IS updates that signal hanges in the link state data base
(LSDB) of ea h router, i.e. if an internal link fails or re overs, an IS-IS update is
propagated to all routers inside the network. The instants when su h messages
happen are represented by the upside down triangles in Fig. 1. We observe that
the starting point of the gaps in the gure oin ide with IS-IS a tivity.
We he ked with Juniper, and they have re ently addressed this in Problem
Report 277942. They dete ted that the routing daemon ould lo k the routing
table for extended periods of time, ausing the J-Flow pro ess to blo k. They
updated the software, making the routing daemon unlo k the routing table in a
timely fashion to avoid starving the J-Flow pro ess.

5

Impa t on Appli ations

In this se tion, we show how periodi a he ushes and measurement gaps an
inuen e the result of network management tasks su h as anomaly dete tion. We
quantify this impa t on the Abilene and GEANT tra es, and dis uss alternatives
to deal with the problem.

5.1 Periodi Ca he Flushes
Ca he ushes have a dire t impa t on the distributions of ow sizes and ow
durations. In J-Flow RP, the ow duration distribution will learly have a trunation point at one minute, as shown in Fig. 4-a for the WIDE tra e. We do not
show the ow durations for J-Flow DMC, sin e this implementation does not
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Figure 4: Impa t of Ca he Flushes

reset the time stamp of the start of the ows after the a tive timeout expires.
The distribution of ow sizes (not shown), whi h is the basis of appli ations su h
as heavy hitter dete tion, follows the same trun ated behavior.
Ca he ushes also ause periodi patterns in tra volume over time. This behavior is only visible when tra is binned in intervals smaller than one minute.
We onsider two ways of allo ating bytes to bins. FlowStart adds all pa kets (or
bytes) in a ow to the bin where the ow started, whereas FlowBreak assumes
that pa kets in a ow are equally spa ed a ross the duration of the ow and
spreads them on the orresponding bins. Fig. 4-b shows the tra volume for
bins of ten se onds using GEANT data. FlowStart has the same periodi behavior as of Fig. 3-b, as more ows start at the beginning of ea h minute after
the a he ush. FlowBreak is more stable, but also shows a periodi pattern.
These periodi patterns are relevant to appli ations using ow statisti s at negrained time granularities. The periodi behavior in Fig. 4-b is less visible if bins
are larger (more aggregation) or if tra volume is small (more variation). Bins
larger than one minute are not signi antly impa ted by a he ushes.
Most resear hers and tools already post-pro ess ow measurements, joining
exported ows with the same signature to al ulate their duration. Walleri h et
al. [6℄ presents and evaluates an ee tive method for this task. We point out
that tools working at ner time-s ales ould also take advantage of the periodi
exports of a ow to estimate its transfer rate at 1-minute intervals, instead of
al ulating an average over larger intervals.

5.2 Gaps
Large measurement gaps an signi antly impa t the volume of tra in a bin.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution for the amount of missing data per 5-minutes bin
on January 2008 for dierent GEANT routers. For some routers, 1% of their bins
(i.e., 90 bins over a month) have more than two minutes of missing data. These
gaps would impa t both anomaly dete tion [2,3℄ and tra matrix estimation [1℄.
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Lakhina et al. [3℄ proposed using the entropy of tra feature distributions
(e.g., IP addresses and ports) to nd tra anomalies. Fig. 6 shows the impa t
of measurement gaps on the entropy of destination IPs using dierent bin sizes.
The behavior of other entropies (e.g., ports) are similar. The ow measurement,
with gaps, is plotted in gray. Gaps have small impa t on entropy be ause they
do not impa t dire tly the distribution of IP addresses and ports. On one hand,
small bins that ontain no data be ause of large gaps have an entropy value of
zero; on the other hand, 15-minutes bins are ompletely oblivious to the gaps.
The gaps have two opposing ee ts on anomaly dete tion. First, a gap may
be easily onfused with a link failure, and dete tion methods an trigger alarms
whi h are just exposing a measurement artifa t instead of a tra hange. Se ond, the gaps are often aused by routing events, whi h may lead to tra shifts
that anomaly methods should be able to un over. Sin e data is missing right after a routing hange, it may be impossible to analyze the anomaly and quantify
its impa t on appli ations.
New routers, like Frankfurt and Geneva (Juniper T-1600 with JunOS 8.5),
experien e only few and short gaps, as shown in Figs. 1-b and 5, respe tively. Although the impa t of gaps may be ome less important as software and hardware
are upgraded, these artifa ts are present in large amounts of data olle ted in
the past and should be taken into a ount by resear hers and tools (e.g., he k
SNMP pa ket ounters to dierentiate an outage from a measurement gap).

6

Related Work

Although Cis o NetFlow has re eived a lot of attention [47℄, we are the rst to
study the orre tness and a ura y of Juniper J-Flow and how its measurement
artifa ts impa t appli ations. The a ura y of assuming onstant throughput
and pa ket sizes when joining ows (i.e., FlowBreak) was analyzed by Walleri h
et. al. [6℄; the authors found that this is a good approximation for heavy-hitters
while still reasonable for small ows. Previous work have also proposed improved
methodologies for ow measurement [5,8℄. They are based on the idea of dynami ally setting the onguration (e.g., sampling rate) depending on the available

resour es and the workload on the router. These works are orthogonal to ours:
while a better measurement methodology is desirable, J-Flow and NetFlow are
the urrently deployed tools and large data sets are olle ted using them.

7

Con lusion

We have identied two measurement artifa ts that impa t most publi ly available
tra es used by the Internet resear h ommunity to study new tra analysis and
engineering te hniques. At large time s ales (15 minutes and above), measurement gaps generally go unnoti ed. This is riti al as these measurement gaps
an in lude an anomaly as they are often orrelated to major routing events
that ould trigger large tra shifts. At small time s ales, measurement gaps
are dete table, but a he ushes reate periodi patterns in tra volume. The
resear h ommunity needs to be aware of these artifa ts in order to take them
into a ount when using Abilene and GEANT tra es to validate their resear h
work. These artifa ts ould also impa t ISPs that use ow measurement tools
for tra engineering and billing.
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